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1. Introduction  
This chapter will address the challenges of real-time video face recognition systems 
implemented in embedded devices. Topics to be covered include: the importance and 
challenges of video face recognition in real life scenarios, describing a general architecture of 
a generic video face recognition system and a working solution suitable for recognizing 
faces in real-time using low complexity devices. Each component of the system will be 
described together with the system’s performance on a database of video samples that 
resembles real life conditions. 
2. Video face recognition 
Face recognition remains a very active topic in computer vision and receives attention from 
a large community of researchers in that discipline. Many reasons feed this interest; the 
main being  the wide range of commercial, law enforcement and security applications that 
require authentication. The progress made in recent years on the methods and algorithms 
for data processing as well as the availability of new technologies makes it easier to study 
these algorithms and turn them into commercially viable product. Biometric based security 
systems are becoming more popular due to their non-invasive nature and their increasing 
reliability. Surveillance applications based on face recognition are gaining increasing 
attention after the United States’ 9/11 events and with the ongoing security threats. The 
Face Recognition Vendor Test (FRVT) (Phillips et al., 2003) includes video face recognition 
testing starting with the 2002 series of tests.  
Recently, face recognition technology was deployed in consumer applications such as 
organizing a collection of images using the faces present in the images (Picassa; Corcoran & 
Costache, 2005), prioritizing family members for best capturing conditions when taking 
pictures, or directly annotating the images as they are captured (Costache et al., 2006). 
Video face recognition, compared with more traditional still face recognition, has the main 
advantage of using multiple instances of the same individual in sequential frames for 
recognition to occur. In still recognition case, the system has only one input image to make 
the decision if the person is or is not in the database. If the image is not suitable for 
recognition (due to face orientation, expression, quality or facial occlusions) the recognition 
result will most likely be incorrect.  In the video image there are multiple frames which can 
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be analyzed in order to have greater recognition accuracy. Even if some frames are not 
suitable for recognition there is a high probability that some of them will work and the 
decision made will have a high degree of confidence. Once a face is recognized, it remains 
recognized in the scene by tracking techniques. 
The disadvantage in the video imaging technique is in most cases the quality and size of the 
input frames are inferior compared to the still images. 
2.1 General architecture of a VFR system 
Most face recognition systems for still and video image technology follow the same classical 
workflow: 
1. The faces have to be detected in the images.  
2. The faces are normalized to the same size and usually same in-plane orientation. 
a. Before or after (2), a pre-processing step tries to minimize the effect of illumination 
over the face.  
3. Features are extracted from the facial region. 
4. Test faces are compared with a database of people.  
The first difference between the video and still image technology is that video scenarios can 
use a tracking algorithm together with a detection algorithm in order to keep track of all the 
faces in the video sequence.  Using face tracking combined with face detection has three 
main advantages: 
1. It allows the system to follow the faces across a wide range of variations in pose and 
lighting where tracking can be done easier than detection. 
2. The time and memory requirements of a face tracking algorithm are lower than those of 
a face detection algorithm. Freed resources can be accessed once a face is detected in a 
frame. Tracking from that moment forward is a very important aspect when achieving 
real-time functionality. 
3. Once a face in a particular frame is recognized with a high degree of confidence, that 
particular face does not need to be processed for the next frames. Only track the face 
and keep the association between the recognized person and the tracked face. 
In the classification stage of the video imagery, a history of the recognized face offers greater 
accuracy than that of a still image.  
Figure 1 shows a typical architecture of a video face recognition system. 
Below are brief descriptions of each component together with the requirements that need to 
be satisfied in order to have a robust real-time face recognition system which can be 
integrated into an embedded device. 
2.1.1 Face detection & tracking 
The face detection and tracking component is very important in designing the recognition 
system. The properties of the detection algorithm (detection rate, robustness to variations, 
speed and memory requirements, etc.) will directly affect the properties of the overall 
recognition system. It is clear that undetected faces will not be recognized. Also considering 
the goal of real-time functionality on embedded devices where limited resources are 
available, spending most of that early on will reduce the application of the other blocks in 
the diagram in real time. 
The main challenges associated with the detection and tracking algorithm are determined by 
the following factors:  
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Fig. 1. Architecture of a VFR system 
- Face orientation (pose). The appearance of the face may differ in many ways when the 
orientation of the face changes from frontal to profile or extreme view angles, where 
face components like the eyes, the nose or the ear may be occluded. It is difficult to 
detect a face at these extreme angles although face tracking is achievable. 
- Changes in facial appearance. Examples include beards, moustaches or glasses. Women 
may use make-up which can significantly alter the face color and texture. These factors 
together with the potential for variability in shape, size or color of the face makes face 
detection challenging. 
- Facial expression. The appearance of the face is directly affected by the person's facial 
expression. Tracking has to be robust to these variations as it is likely to be encountered 
in normal consumer videos. 
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- Occlusions. Different components from the face may be occluded in the image by other 
objects or faces. These have to be addressed by the tracking algorithm. 
- Capture conditions. Factors that are involved in capturing the image such as lighting 
conditions, camera characteristics or quality of the captured image may have a big 
influence in the detection process. 
- Face size or distance to subject. For video face detection and tracking consider the 
capture resolution and the distance from the capture equipment to the subject. For 
normal working resolution (qVGA, VGA) the faces can be very small even for relatively 
short distances. 
The detection algorithm should have a high detection rate and robustness to variations such 
as changes in appearance, capture conditions and face size. The tracking algorithm should 
improve the robustness to face orientation, expressions and occlusions. 
All the above requirements are difficult to fulfil especially for real-time scenarios in embedded 
devices. In the last few years there has been much progress in this area and now face detection 
and tracking is a common feature in most consumer cameras and mobile phones. 
Tessera’s OptiML™ Face Tools Face Tracking and Face Recognition technologies represent a 
perfect example of state-of-the-art technology in this area. 
Some of the relevant parameters of Tessera’s Face Tools technology that affect the 
performance of the overall recognition system include: 
- Face tracking for up to 10 faces per frame, with less than 0.1 seconds lock time  
- Minimum face size: 14x14 pixels 
- Real-time face tracking up to 30 frames per second  
- Faces detected in a wide range of orientations including rotation-in-plane and out-of-
plane 
Together with the detection rate, another metric used to describe the performance of a face 
detection algorithm is the false positive rate which represents the number of regions falsely 
reported as faces by the algorithm.  
The false positive rate is not as important as the detection rate because the recognition 
algorithm should be able to differentiate between faces and non-faces when trying to 
classify the false positive candidates. 
2.1.2 Geometric normalization 
It is very important to detect and track the faces in all conditions and variations. When 
comparing local regions between faces, an image registration step must be performed so 
corresponding facial features are synchronised.  
Simple geometric normalization usually involves bringing the faces to a standard size and 
rotating them in-plane in order to bring the eyes on the same horizontal line. Figure 2 shows 
some face samples before and after applying the geometric normalization. 
More complex normalization scenarios (Corcoran et al., 2006b) can use 3D face models to 
rotate the face in the out-of-plane space to have identical orientation (i.e only frontal faces). 
This will have a higher computational requirement and could only be used when there is 
enough processing power. Figure 3 shows an example of the output of this complex 
normalization which can help recognition for large pose variations. 
All other processing steps applied after geometric normalization should have the same 
affect on each face. 
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Fig. 2. Geometric normalization (Before (top), After (bottom)) 
 
 
Fig. 3. Complex geometric normalization 
2.1.3 Illumination normalization 
If we can control the image capturing environment and impose strict requirements regarding 
lighting conditions (i.e. control access), recognition accuracy can be improved. In most 
scenarios where video face recognition is employed, the variations in lighting conditions when 
the faces are captured can range between dark and bright extremes. The profile face samples 
for each person to be recognized are captured in very different conditions with still images 
than those used in video imagery. A pre-processing algorithm should be used to minimize the 
effect of the lighting conditions when capturing the video images.  
Depending on the resources available and capturing conditions, the illumination 
normalization algorithm can vary from simple algorithms such as: histogram equalization 
(HE), contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) (Pizer et al., 1987; Corcoran 
et al., 2006a), logarithm transformed combined with suppressing DCT coefficients (LogDCT) 
or retinex (Land, 1986) based approaches, to more complex algorithms that can model the 
effects of lighting over facial regions (Lee et al., 2001; Smith & Hancock, 2005). 
For embedded devices the simple normalization is a good compromise between execution 
speed and robustness to lighting variations. 
Figure 4 displays the output of simple normalization techniques for two images affected by 
extreme side illumination. 
An important issue to be considered when designing an illumination normalization 
algorithm is the balance between minimizing the effect of illumination and the inherent loss 
of information; information which is useful for classification. For instance, a face may 
appear dark because of dark lighting conditions or because the person has dark skin. 
Usually after normalization this information may not be recovered. 
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Original HE CLAHE LogDCT 
 
 
Fig. 4. Simple illumination normalization examples 
The validation sets for most of the algorithms that try to minimize the effect of lighting (i.e. 
Yale database (Georghiades et al.,2001) ) consists of faces captured in very different lighting 
conditions where the normalization algorithms have better results compared with using the 
original faces without illumination normalization. In real life conditions, the faces can be 
compared to similar lighting conditions where applying the illumination normalization 
should not have a negative impact over the recognition results. 
It is very important to have a validation set that has a variation distribution close to those 
most likely to be encountered in the scenarios that the recognition system is designed for. 
2.1.4 Feature extraction 
Together with the useful information that can be used to differentiate between individuals, 
the face images described by the pixel values contain redundant information and 
information that can be ignored in the classification stage. By extracting only the useful 
information in this step we improve the accuracy of the recognition and also lower the 
storage requirement for each face. 
Below are the main requirements for the feature selection algorithm: 
- Good discriminative property. The features need to be able to differentiate between 
people. This translates into large variations between the value distributions for each 
person. 
- Consistency. Features should not be modified between different images of the same 
person. This allows for recognition accuracy across large variations. Quantitatively this 
translates into small variation in the feature distribution for multiple faces of the same 
person. 
- Small size. These features need to be stored and compared. Small size will allow fast 
comparison and low storage requirement.  
- Fast computation. In order to achieve real-time recognition in video images, the faces 
need to be processed quickly. 
The first two requirements will improve the accuracy of the recognition system and the last 
two requirements will ensure real-time recognition  in embedded devices.  
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Classical approaches for still image recognition were also applied to the video image 
scenario with good results. These include: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Turk & 
Pentland, 1991), Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) (Belhumeur et al., 1996) and Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) (Podilchuk & Zhang, 1996). 
The DCT approach is of particular interest because of the speed of DCT transformation. 
Most of the capturing devices have DCT already implemented as part of JPEG compression 
module for storing captured images. More recent approaches like Local Binary Patterns 
(LBP) (Ojala et al., 2001) and Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) (Lowe, 2004) have 
been used for face recognition.  
2.1.5 Classification 
In the case of still image recognition, the system makes a decision if the test face belongs to 
one of the people in the database and if so, which one (based on comparing the features 
computed in the previous step for test faces and a database of people).  
In the case of video image recognition, the system compares the series of test faces with 
those in the sample database. Most commonly this is implemented as a series of still images 
derived comparisons and at each frame the confidence of our decision is modified based on 
the history of previous comparisons. 
Simple classification algorithms like distance between feature vectors are preferred because 
of their simplicity and speed. More complex learning algorithms can be used if there are 
enough computation resources.  
The classification algorithm is divided into two stages: 
1. Training. Prototypes are constructed for each person in the database. The prototypes 
can be built from single or multiple face samples. Using multiple samples improves the 
quality of the prototype. The prototype can be represented by a series of feature vectors 
(such as distance-based classification) or can be represented by statistical models 
trained with multiple samples (such as learning-based classification algorithms). 
2. Testing. Test samples are compared with each person prototype and similarity scores 
are computed. A decision is made using these similarity scores and the history of 
previous scores.  
If, for a specific scenario, there is a fixed database that does not modify or update on the 
same platform where recognition is executed, a more complex algorithm for training can be 
used (i.e. training a learning algorithm) and performed offline. The result of this training 
algorithm is used during the recognition phase. When the database needs to be updated on-
line at any time, the training algorithm needs to be less complex to be run on the embedded 
device. The result of the training algorithm, either the feature vectors or the person model, 
needs to be stored in the training database. This will influence the storage requirement of 
the recognition system. 
An interesting algorithm that can be used for video face recognition is to model not only the 
appearance of the person at each frame but also the transition from frame to frame. A multi-
dimensional Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (Nefian & Hayes, 1998) is used in order to 
model this type of transition. At the moment the complexity of HMMs makes it less 
favourable for embedded implementation. 
2.2 Performance testing 
Comparing two face recognition systems is a difficult task because there are many 
parameters that can describe the performance of a particular recognition system. Usually 
one system or the other is superior using different sets of parameters.  
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Depending on the specific application where the recognition system is deployed, some 
specific performance metrics are more important than others. For example, a security system 
based on face recognition will have, as a main priority, a very low false acceptance rate, 
whereas a photo sorting application implemented on an embedded platform based on face 
recognition, will have its priorities of high recognition rates and low complexity. 
The performance of a recognition system can be described by two types of parameters: 
accuracy parameters that describe how accurate the system is in recognizing faces and 
technical parameters that represent characteristics such as how fast the system will process a 
face, etc. 
Some of the accuracy parameters that can be used to describe a video face recognition 
system include: 
- Recognition rate. This is the main measurement to describe the accuracy of a 
recognition system. It represents how many faces are correctly recognized from the total 
number of faces. For video recognition this is a little more complex as it can be 
computed as the total number of frames where the faces are recognized.  
- False positive rate. For specific applications this parameter can be more important than 
the recognition rate. This is usually computed as the number of mistakes made by the 
system.  It can be further classified as a false acceptance rate in verification applications 
where an unknown individual is classified as one person from the database and as a 
false rejection rate where a person from the database is classified as unknown. 
- Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. In most cases there is a trade-off 
between the recognition rate and a false positive rate. For a high recognition rate, tune 
the recognition system to increase the recognition rate.  This will inevitably increase the 
false positive rate as well and the other way around. The ROC curve represents the 
recognition rate for each possible false positive rate and only by displaying the ROC 
curves can a comparison of the two recognition algorithms be made. 
- Minimum face size to be detected and recognized. When working with normal video 
resolution the faces can be very small, even at short distances from the capture 
equipment. Imposing a high minimum size for the face in order to be recognized can 
lead to a high rate of faces that are ignored or not recognized in the video images. 
- Range of pose variations to recognize a face. Depending on the application to apply the 
recognition, a higher or lower range of pose variations is needed to recognize the faces. 
There are many technical parameters that can be used to describe a video face recognition 
system including: 
- Processing time. This represents the time required to detect, process and classify all faces 
in a frame. This parameter depends on the platform where the recognition is implemented 
and will dictate if real-time functionality is available or not. For video frames, the time 
available for real-time recognition is the time between consecutive frames. 
- Memory requirements. This represents the storage requirement for the system and 
includes the size of the feature vectors, person prototypes and other constants used in 
the algorithm. 
- Number of faces recognized in each frame. The time required for detecting all faces in a 
frame is constant. This parameter will be influenced by the time required to process and 
recognize one face after it is detected.  
The accuracy parameters depend on the database used for testing and the technical 
parameters depend on the specific platform where the recognition system is implemented. 
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Without using the same database and same platform, two recognition systems cannot be 
compared only by the performance parameters. 
3. Proposed recognition system 
The goal is to build a video face recognition system running in real-time on low 
computational power embedded platforms capable of recognizing multiple faces in video 
sequences. The main use case scenario intended for this system is tagging faces in consumer 
images as they are captured by digital cameras and mobile phones. The main requirements 
for the recognition system are high recognition rate, high robustness to variation types and 
low computational complexity for the algorithms used in the system. For this scenario, the 
input video stream can vary in size from small (qVGA) to high (full HD). Faces can also vary 
in size from tens of pixels in width to hundreds of pixels. Large variations in face pose, 
expression and illumination are also likely to be present. 
Tessera’s Face Tracking and Detecting technology is used in this experiment (Tessera, 2010). 
For geometric normalization, a computationally attractive approach is used, which involves: 
gray-scale transformation of the image, rotation of the face image to align the eyes on 
horizontal direction and resizing the face image to a small fixed size (i.e. 32x32 pixels). This 
size will allow for recognition of faces at a range of distances from the camera. 
To minimize the effect of lighting variations, use a variant of the retinex (Land, 1986) 
illumination normalization algorithm. This is done by using a fixed variance matrix computed 
offline from a large database of images. This approach is very fast to apply and insures that the 
features computed in the next stage are  more robust to large variations in illumination. 
The features used for classification, in this chapter, are a variant of the Local Binary Pattern 
(LBPs) (Ojala et al., 2001) features which have been recently employed, with good results, 
for face recognition (Ahonen et al., 2006).  
The classic approach of using LBP features in face recognition involves computing these 
features for each pixel in the face image, dividing the face image into small regions 
(separated or overlapped), and for each region computing the distribution of the LBP 
values. Often, only a small subset of all the features is used (uniform LBPs) in order to 
compute the region distribution. The classification involves comparing these distributions 
between corresponding regions from the test faces and the face samples used to build the 
prototypes in the training stage. 
One approach is completely different. It is based on selecting from all possible features, 
those features that maximize the two properties defined in Section 2.1.4, namely: consistency 
and discriminancy. The training stage is split into two stages: 1) Off-line training, using a 
very large database of faces, in order to determine and select the most consistent features. 2) 
On-line training, using the face samples in the database that need to be recognized.  
The weights for each selected feature are computed in the off-line stage, each weight 
representing how discriminating the respective features are for the people in the database. 
Look for the best features that are globally consistent for a very large database (off-line) of 
people and weight them according to how well they can discriminate for a given database 
(on-line). Both training stages are presented in the next sections. 
For classification a similarity measure between two faces is computed by looking for 
identical corresponding features in the off-line training stage. For each identical feature 
value add the similarity between the energy of the features multiplied by the weights 
computed in the on-line training stage. 
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3.1 Feature extraction – LBP features 
The Local Binary Patterns (LBP) (Ojala et al., 2001) features have been used in the system. 
These features are computed based on comparing the central pixel with its neighbours, 
concatenating the binary comparison results and computing the decimal number from the 
binary string. 
Figure 5 shows how the feature is computed from an image. 
 
 
Fig. 5. LBP feature. 
The LBP features extract local information from the face region and due to the binary 
comparisons are robust to changes in illumination. 
3.1.1 Multi-scale LBPs and extended LBPs 
In order to capture more information from the face region, features are computed at different 
face resolutions beginning with the standard size used for geometrical normalization, down to 
smaller scales by downsampling the face image with different factors (i.e. 2, 4 etc). The LBP 
feature are extracted at each resolution using their 8 closest neighbours together with their 
extended variants using 8 more distant neighbours. Figure 6 illustrates an example of the 
normal LBP feature together with its first order extended LBP feature. 
 
 
Fig. 6. LBP and Extended LBP 
For each pixel in the normalized face image, compute multiple feature values. Do the same 
for the other scales. 
3.1.2 LBP energy 
The binary comparisons used for computing the features make them very robust to 
illumination variations. They also cause loss of information about the similarity of the local 
regions. For example, a very strong feature will have same value as a very faded feature. For 
this, calculate the normalized energy of the feature that will be used when comparing 
identical features for similarity between faces. The energy is computed using the formula: 
 e = ∑Ii2/max(I i2) (1) 
11111010 
Decimal: 250 
LBP
Extended LBP
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where Ii represents the value of the neighbour pixel i used when computing the feature. 
The energy is computed for both normal LBP and extended LBP.  
Because small size face images are used, the features are not grouped  in the face image by 
dividing the face into regions, but the corresponding features are compared for 
classification. The features are corresponding if they are computed at the same location, 
same scale and if they are normal or extended.  
The feature vector after this analysis consists of the normal and extended LBPs computed at 
each location and at each scale together with their energies.   
3.2 Off-line training – consistency analysis 
Good features are those that do not change between images of the same person. This 
increases the accuracy of the recognition for different variations of the facial image. 
This algorithm ranks a set of features given a large database of facial images. The order of 
the features is given considering their intra-class variation from low to high. The first 
features will be the most consistent between faces of same individuals. For recognition these 
features are more robust to variations. 
Assume there is a collection of m people (P1, P2, ...Pm), each with multiple facial images. For 
each face compute all N possible features described in the previous section (normal and 
extended LBPs at all resolutions). Note the feature vector for person Pi image j as: 
 Fij = (Fij1, Fij2... FijN) (2) 
The features in the system are the LBP features. This algorithm can be extended to any other 
type of feature or combinations between features. Below is the general form of the 
algorithm. 
For each feature, define a measure of intra-class consistency S=(S1,S2,…,SN) 
The steps of the algorithm are:  
- Reset all scores. 
 S = (0) (3) 
- Update scores.  For every feature k, for every person i, for every m image of person i: 
 Compare the feature Fimk with the same feature k of the remaining j images of 
person i (Fijk with j=1:Ni) where Ni is the number of images for person i.  
 If |Fimk - Fijk| < thr then increment Sk 
 Sk = Sk+1 (4) 
At the end of this process order all features according to their score. Depending on the 
constraints, either keep a fixed number of features for classification in the latter stage or 
impose a threshold over the consistency measure. 
The |Fimk - Fijk| term represents the distance between the feature values. In this case, search 
for identical features so thr = 0. For other types of features, a distance measure needs to be 
defined and a suitable thr needs to be chosen. 
For best results, meaning best globally consistent features, the input database should be very 
large with all types of variation. Because it is executed off-line it does not affect the speed 
performance of the overall system.  
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3.3 On-line training – discriminative analysis 
Together with consistency, the features also need to be able to discriminate between the 
people in the database. The same value for one feature across a database means both perfect 
consistency and no discriminative power. This algorithm assigns weights to each previously 
selected feature. The weights determine how well the feature can discriminate between the 
person in the database and which can be used in the classification stage. 
Apply this algorithm to any type of feature using a suitable distance measure. The algorithm 
description is generic. 
Assume m people in the database (P1, P2, ...Pm),  each with at least one representative facial 
image.  For each face, N representative features selected by the off-line training procedure 
and their corresponding discriminative scores. For example, for person Pi we have: 
- feature vector Fi=(Fi1,Fi2,…,FiN)  
- score vector Si=(Si1,Si2,…,SiN) 
The steps of the algorithm are:  
- Reset all scores. 
 Si = (0), i = 0...m (5) 
- Update scores. For every feature k, for every person i,  
 Compare the feature Fik with the same feature k of the remaining people (Fjk with 
j=1:N) 
 If |Fik - Fjk| > thr then increment Ski 
 Ski = Ski+1 or or Ski = Ski + |Fik - Fjk|  (6) 
In order to make these scores independent of the number of people and faces in the database, 
normalize them using the maximum sum of scores for a person using the next equation where 
N represents the number of features and m the number of people in the database: 
 Ski = Ski/max(sum(Sln)n=1:N)l=1:M (7) 
The same observations from the previous section for the terms: |Fik - Fjk| and thr are valid. 
In the case of searching for identical LBPs, the parameter thr = 0. 
3.4 Classification 
Having computed the features described in Section 3.1 and the discriminative scores of all 
features selected in Section 3.2, using the algorithm described in the previous section,  
compute a similarity (Sij) between two faces (trained face fi and test face fj) by counting how 
many identical corresponding features there are between the two faces using this formula: 
 Sij = ∑wk*|eik – ejk|*gij,, k=1:N (8) 
where: 
- gijk is equal to 1 if feature k is identical between faces i and j, and 0 otherwise. 
- eik, ejk represent the energy of the feature k from image i and j respectively computed 
using eq. (1). 
- wk represents the discriminative score for features k of trained face i.  
Comparing the test face with all face samples from the trained database, return the most 
similar person with the test face. By imposing a decision threshold, control the recognition 
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rate versus the false positive rate, depending on the application mentioned in Section 2.2. 
Once the similarity measure between the test face and the most similar person from the 
database is higher than the decision threshold, decide that the face is recognized and 
continue or not the recognition process over the next frames. 
4. Results 
In order to assess the performance of the recognition system a large database of videos with 
systematic variations was used, including: pose, illumination, face size/distance to subject, 
and facial expressions. 
In the training stage, a single image was used to train each person. The training face is 
frontal, good size, normal illumination and good quality. Tests were run for different 
numbers of people in the database from low (3) to high (100).  
For each test, the recognition rate (RR) was measured, as the number of correct 
classifications, false positive rate (FP2) as wrong classifications and undecided rate (MD) as 
number of test faces which were not classified. 
Figure 7 shows the recognition and error rates as a function of head yaw angle. As specified 
above, training was conducted at head yaw angles of zero degrees and testing was done 
with 0˚, 10˚, 20˚ and 30˚ yaw angles. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Recognition performance for different yaw angles 
Figure 8 shows the recognition and error rates as a function of head pitch angle. Training 
was conducted at head pitch angles of zero degrees. 
Figure 9 shows the recognition and error rates as a function of different facial expressions. 
The training faces had no facial expression. 
Figure 10 shows the recognition and error rates as a function of different illumination 
conditions. The approximate EV values for the given conditions are: LowLight (2.4EV) and 
StrongLight (9EV), which can be considered extreme lighting conditions. Training was 
conducted using normal indoors ambient lighting. 
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Fig. 8. Recognition performance for different pitch angles 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. Recognition performance for different face expressions 
The main technical parameters for the system were implemented on an ARM9 platform (266 
MHz CPU), the processing time for a face depending on the size of the input frame varied 
between 8 and 15 milliseconds for qVGA and VGA input frame size which is well within 
real-time requirements. The size of the features vector for each analyzed face is about 2Kb 
which is very small.  
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Fig. 10. Recognition performance for illumination conditions 
5. Conclusion  
This chapter presented the challenges of implementing a real-time video face recognition 
system on an embedded platform. The first section presented the main issues that need to be 
addressed when designing such a system and possible solutions. The second part described 
a working solution based on using LBP features which are fast to compute, robust to 
variations and able to extract useful information from the face region. In order to obtain a 
robust recognition system, only the features which have the same value across multiple 
variations of the same person were extracted.  In order to increase the accuracy of the 
system, weights were associated to the selected features based on their discriminative power 
between the people from the database. 
Results for this system were tested and implemented on an embedded platform, which 
shows good accuracy across large variations of the input data and technical parameters 
which satisfy the condition for real-time processing.   
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